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What is spelling Bee Competition?
This is the the contest of competing to 
spell various words correctly. 

Who is a speller? 
Is a person who spells Is a person who spells words compet-
ing with other spellers to become a 
champion. 

INTRODUCTION

1. Pronounce before Eg;- SCHOOL 
2. Spell the word Eg;- S-C-H-O-O-L
3. Pronounce after Eg;- SCHOOL 

1.* Ask for DEFINITION as the meaning of the word 
2.* Ask for ALTERNATE PRONOUNCIATION 
3. Ask for Grammatical Part of Speech 
4. Ask for Word of Origin as the language nature and History 
5.* Ask for Application Sentence(s) 
6.* Listen to the sound of the word as the correct pronunciation

““Spell the word sometimes just as it sounds when pronounced”  

TACTICS AND STRATEGIES TO WIN USING HELP -
GUIDE QUESTIONS 

WHAT MAKES A GREAT SPELLER GREAT 

1. A good pronouncer of words 
2. Has a good voice projection 
3. Has a good memory capacity 
4. Always is a good listener 
5. Has a great spelling ability of words (accuracy, confidence and disci-
pline) 

SPELLING MECHANISM AND PROCEDURE



POINTS OF COMPETITION DISQUALIFICATION 

END-OF-BEE PROCEDURES

1. Cheating or misbehave 
2. Mis-eye contact with judges to somewhere else 
3. Helping/receiving help from anyone on the stage or from the audience  
4. Copying from any spelling documents or materials with spellings while 
on the stage
5. Delay or refuse to spell any word 
6. Bad 6. Bad conduct manners and habits on the stage and during the competition 

1. “If all spellers in a round misspells;”
If none of the spellers remains in the spelling BEE at the first round, they will all 
remain in the competition and a new round begins immediately.

2. “If only one speller in a round spells correctly” 
If only one speller spells If only one speller spells correctly in a round, the a New ONE-WORD-ROUND 
begins and the speller is given an opportunity to spell the next word on the list 
as the anticipated winning word. If the speller succeeds to correctly  spell the 
anticipated winning word in the ONE-WORD-ROUND then the speller shall be 
declared the Champion. 

3. “If a speller misspells the anticipated winning word in a 
ONE-WORD-ROUND”
A nA new round begins with all the spellers who spelled correctly and incorrectly 
in the previous round thus these spellers will speel words in their original recent 
order. 

4. “If the last two spellers WINS as TIES”
If tIf two spellers succeeds to spell correctly the last winning words on the last 
and final round then both spellers will be declared CHAMPIONS and Winners of 
the competition by the Judges thus will receive Prizes and Awards According 
to the motivation packages, as there will be categories of Winners from; 
Champion (s), 2nd Runner and 3rd Runner thus all Prizes, Awards and Certificate 
will be issued immediately at the end of the event unless for large packages of 
the gifts will be indicated if any as provided by the Management.



1. JUDGES BASE DESK (JBD) 
2. SPELLING ANALYST DESK (SAD)
3. OUTDOOR APPEAL DESK (OAD) 

COMPETITION GOVERNING DESKS (CGD)


